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FEDERICO HERRERO

“A painting by Federico Herrero is a chromatic intervention in the
world, a transfer from canvas to city” (Paulo Herkenhoff).

Architectural structures are transformed by Herrero’s vibrant abstract colour
formations, they are made visible and become part of everyday-life. Often
located in socially disadvantaged areas of large cities, and created with the
assistance of local communities, Herrero’s public projects demonstrate his
believe in the beneficial capacities of colour. “Tools to navigate life in a better
way” is what he calls these projects. His own home, which he designed himself, bears witness to the artist’s critical reflection of modern life between built
structures and the effects of space and colour. A circular front door gives way
to an unconventional house featuring railingless stairs,
mezzanine floors painted pale blue or bright yellow, and
Federico Herrero‘s (*1978, San José, Costa Rica) large-scale abunorthodox windows, capturing sun light effects low on
stractions feature a luminous intensity of colour and are informed
the ground or high up in the ceiling.
by urban landscapes as well as by the lush tropical vegetation of
the artist’s native surroundings. Monolithic structures, both natural
To Herrero, who enrolled at Pratt Institute School of Arand built, such as Rio de Janeiro’s Sugarloaf Mountain or the Mayan
chitecture in New York for some semesters, it is importpyramids in Tikal, are frequently referenced in his work. Herrero’s
ant that not only his interventions in the public space but
painting practise itself is by no means limited to the canvas: it exalso his studio practise extends into daily city life. He
pands onto the walls and floors of exhibition spaces, incorporates
takes photographs of what he calls “found paintings” in
concrete objects Herrero calls “volumes”, and spreads out into the
the street, of yellow road markings or patches of colour
public space, claiming high rise façades in São Paulo, bridge piers
on a shuttered shop façade, keeping them as archives
in Medellín, fishermen’s huts in Basel or the Venice Biennale’s crumthat “feed” his work. They establish a basic visual combling wall, for the design of which he received the “special prize for
munication that Herrero seeks to extend to his painting
young artists” in 2001.
practise. Where lack of pigments resembles a void, the
artist applies colour fields in order to build space, to create a structure: “painting is not flat, it exists in space and
is activated through our senses. It exists in a structure of
vibrations and almost in a structure of sounds. It’s about
how these vibrations work in the space”.
Federico Herrero | Dunia, 2021
Oil, acrylic and marker pen on canvas | 120 x 135 cm
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JULIUS VON BISMARCK

Julius von Bismarck’s (b.1983 in Breisach am Rhein, Germany)
multidisciplinary practice explores contemporary dialectics of nature
and civilisation, knowledge and cultural imagination, individuals’ behaviour and social norms. His visual vocabulary widely transposes
encounters with elemental forces that exceed human perception and
reason. Employing a diverse range of mediums including photography, film, installation, sculpture, performance, and landscape, each
of his works is shaped by research-driven experimentations with
crossovers in the fields of physics, technology, and social sciences.
Drawing from his apprenticeship at the Berlin Institute for Spatial
Experiments directed by Olafur Eliasson (2013) and residency at
CERN, the European Organization for Nuclear Research (2012),
von Bismarck’s work freely moves between science and invention,
recurrently intertwining references to literature,
history, film, and philosophies concerned with concepts of reality vs.
perception, or nature vs. culture. Decontextualising, manipulating,
ironising, and reconstructing reality in diverse modes ranging from
objets trouvés found in his everyday surroundings to in situ installations in remote places, von Bismarck’s oeuvre reminds us of man’s
vain relationship with his environment.

I like the flowers

In 2016 Julius von Bismarck and his
team spent many weeks in the Venezuelan jungle. What at first sight looks like
paradise turns out to be the contrary: the
humidity is unbearable, the beach is polluted with oil, the water is bacterially
and chemically charged. Through binoculars, the rain-soaked tropical plants
look like two-dimensional stage props, arranged behind one another – they
remind of the western idea of the jungle, which has long been influenced by
botanical drawings as well as the paintings of Henri Rousseau. Von Bismarck
has pressed and dried the surreal plants of this menacing region, and mounted them on stainless steel plates. Some amazingly beautiful, some brutally
deformed, they testify to the long tradition of human intervention in nature.

Julius von Bismarck | I like the flowers (Alocasia Wentii), 2017
Pressed and dried plant mounted on stainless steel | 144 x 152 cm

Reverse
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TALIA CHETRIT

Talia Chetrit (b. 1982 in Washington D.C., USA) produces photographic works that are characterized by their remarkable compositional
sophistication and compelling sense of purpose. Her extensive body
of work includes self-portraits, portraits of family members, lovers,
and friends, as well as nudes, still lifes, and cityscapes that deliberately reveal chosen references to art history in various forms.
The artist also occasionally selects photographs
from a body of work created during her youth and transposes these relics of an earlier time onto her current practice in the course of editing
processes. Regardless of the subject matter or the technique with which
the image is made, her focus lies on researching and unveiling the basic
social, conceptual, and technical conditions of the genre of photography.
Her work is imbued with a desire to control the physical and historical limitations of the camera, to follow its manipulative potential, and to question
the relationship between photographer and subject
Text: Moritz Wesseler, Showcaller, in: Showcaller, Cologne 2018

Talia Chetrit | Cat Boot Baby, 2021
Inkjet print | 152.4 x 101.6 cm (framed) | Edition of 4 + 2 AP
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Installation view, „Look! Enthüllungen zu Kunst und Fashion”, 2021, Museum Marta Herford

Talia Chetrit, Ever (Corey Tippin Make-up), 2018
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PEPPI BOTTROP

Peppi Bottrop (b. 1986 in Bottrop, Germany) confidently formulates a
distinctive visual language that shifts between constructivism and deconstructivism, figuration and abstraction. His preferred materials are
graphite and charcoal, which he uses to create abstract sketches of his
environment. His visual language is characterized by the use of a predominantly geometric formal vocabulary.
Architecture, art, and the environment fundamentally
complement each other in Bottrop’s work, though they
are simultaneously full of distortions and conflicts. His works created in-situ
are particularly fascinating due to a complex reciprocal interaction: while his
works are revealed through the architecture, the architecture is also revealed through his paintings. Bottrop has developed an expanded concept of
work that situates his works in a liminal space between drawing, painting, and
sculpture, including screens made of canvases, painted furniture and walls,
and paintings on plasterboard.

Peppi Bottrop | www.c2f6, 2021
Coal on canvas | 170 x 150 cm
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PAUL HUTCHINSON

“wach mal auf junge wach mal auf” („wake up boy wake up“) comes from a
monologue with a lyrical counter-inside-super ego, which could be an alter
ego as Hutchinson‘s lyrical grandmother, or a father-spirit, shining from the
tunnels of underground stations. We find a glimpse of his own youth in the
work youth. A still life from the artist‘s present living room. We see a photo
from his teenage days on the wall, almost as a kind of reliquary. Himself, in the
front row wearing a dark T-shirt, surrounded by friends. They are posing with
beer bottle and middle finger, copying poses of masculinity and hostile behaviour, yet at the same time seeming as vulnerable as a boy band, separated
from the parental homes too early to go on tour. The flower in front of it, an
Oxalis triangularis, also called a „false shamrock“, looks
The romance of the metropolis is a prevalent mood in Hutchinson‘s
wilted, again like something from a teenager‘s room.
(*1987 in Berlin, Germany) work. It is found under loose cobblestones, in the muddy fringes, within the dark hood. But the grey sky,
Text: Larissa Kikol
Berlin‘s grey light is also romantic. A love-hate relationship with this
light which signifies home. Understandably, his photographs are never really colourful. A shadow settles over everything and marks the
city as his beloved Berlin. The only place where even butterflies flutter around with a comforting grey tinge.
The visual language of his photographs does not work towards spotlighting these places and cultural sites. Paul Hutchinson‘s works
seem casual and subtle. The leitmotif is the decision- making process from the corner of the eye, arising from the subconscious of a
sensitive act of moving past something or walking into it. This also
explains the presence of graffiti in his works. He himself has no history as an active graffiti artist, yet he sees this genre as part of the
familiar culture in which he grew up, aesthetically in the cityscape
and in a social environment that enables friendly relations.

Paul Hutchinson | Air Jordan, studio carpet, 2021
Inkjet print | 197.4 x 132.4 cm (framed) | Edition of 1 + 1 AP
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ANDI FISCHER

Andi Fischer | ENORME LANDSCHAFT DORT, 2021
Oilstick on canvas | 193 x 293 cm (framed)

ENORME LANDSCHAFT DORT
In his work ENORME LANDSCAHFT DORT on view at
FIAC 2021 Fischer presents a new abstract form of painting, which is completely detached from his well-known
visual language filled with animals and figures. A landscape of greens and blues offers a soft-harmony of hues
that is barely disturbed by a few strokes of yellow paint.
The reduced but still very present composition of the
work reflects Andi Fischer’s instinctive, spontaneous way
of painting and translates it into a new visual
Andi Fischer’s (b. 1987 in Nuremberg, Germany) works focus
language.
on the study, investigation, and re-evaluation of a general art
history—especially of classical mythological and historical paintings and scenes – as well an abstract reproduction of our nature. The painter attempts to find a new approach to these subjects by consciously deconstructing for example the art of old
masters such as Albrecht Dürer and Peter Paul Rubens or our
environment. The renewed composition of the painting in and
of itself— its tradition and transmission to subsequent generations—unfurls a new connotative freedom. This diversification
in Fischer’s paintings allows reobservation of artworks’ fixed
statements, traditional historiography and our environment.
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Andi Fischer, HÄUSER DA KROKODILE AUCH, 2021
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JULIAN CHARRIÈRE

Not All Who Wander Are Lost
Erratics continue to have a mysterious and highly evocative power even
though modern science has revealed how these stones were carried to their
present location. Julian Charrière reflects in this work on the movement of
matter and further human intervention.
Dislocated from their natural sites, the erratic rocks are perforated multiple
times by core-drilling. This process of extraction not only symbolizes the
human consumption of natural resources, it recognizes the scientific method
of collecting historic geological data. With the same core drilling technique,
samples taken from glaciers provide information on the
evolution of the Earth’s climate from the current age back
Towards No Earthly Pole
over millennia.
Charrière’s core samples, however, are associated with
Towards No Earthly Pole was conceived in 2017, when Julian Charthe time of human history and again, human intervention.
rière (b. 1987 in Morges, Switzerland) was invited aboard a Russian
At points where the core samples were broken during
research ship as part of the first Antarctic Biennale.
extraction, sections of precious and semi-precious metals are inserted, which are typically mined. The more
A spotlight carried by a drone reveals the massive landscape in snipthe drilling advances, the lighter the boulder becomes
pets, limiting the range of vision and heightening its drama by the
physically, seemingly moving over the bed of core-drildeep shadows the icebergs cast. Eerie sounds of cracking ice and
led stone arranged like in ancient transportation metwater flowing remind us that this frozen landscape is very much alihods, continuing the original glacier journey. However,
ve, breathing, moving and constantly evol-ving. All of these elements
the core-drilling procedure is one of progressive deletion
combined underline an otherworldly pre-sence and a sce nario in
and an apt metaphor for our current ecological crisis: if
which one begins to lose all sense of grounding or scale, highlightthis process of human intervention progresses too far,
ing that the western man’s limited experience and, at times, falsely
the boulder will crumble beyond a point of no return.
constructed perception of the polar regions is both reinforced and
challenged.
Glacial landscapes have never before had such a strong visual presence in popular culture, where they serve as prominent symbols of
anthropogenic climate disturbance. Although few people have visited
their remote geographies, glacial regions loom large in the collective
imagination, as a last stronghold and melting ideal of a fantasized
reality.

Julian Charrière | Towards No Earthly Pole – Mulock, 2019
Archival pigment print mounted on aluminium dibond | 163.5 x 263.5 cm (framed) | Edition of 5 + 1 AP
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Video still

Installation view, Prix Marcel Duchamp 2021, Centre Pompidou, Paris
Installation view, Julian Charrière – Towards No Earthly Pole, 2021, Dallas Museum of Art, Dallas
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MARCEL DZAMA

For more than two decades, Marcel Dzama (*1974 in Winnipeg, Canada) has
fascinated a wide international audience with his drawings, sculptures, installations and video works. Dzama‘s image repertoire includes a wide range of art-historical quotations. One can recognize ballet costumes by Oskar Schlemmer or
Francis Picabia, for example, and direct refe- rences to Francisco de Goya, Marcel Duchamp, Joseph Beuys or Sigmar Polke. Embedded text fragments contain
quotes from William Blake or Rainer Maria Ril- ke. However, it‘s not just elements
from the past that spur Dzama‘s creativity.

The music enthusiast has collaborated
with various colleagues from the beginning of his career, whether as part of
the Royal Art Lodge in Winnipeg, which
he co-foun- ded, or in the form of collaborations with members of the band
Arcade Fire, the musician Kim Gordon (Sonic Youth), the filmmaker Spike
Jonze, the actress Amy Sedaris, the ensemble of the New York City Ballet, or
fellow artists like Jockum Nordström.

Marcel Dzama | Nowhere To Go But Up or To Rise and To Fall, 2018
Watercolour, ink, spray paint, graphite and collage on paper | 252 x 133.6 cm (framed)
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MICHAEL VAN OFEN

Michael van Ofen’s (b. 1956 in Essen, Germany) paintings take off
precisely from a point where painting suffered one of its greatest historical defeats. His inspiration—or at least his primary incentive—is
19th-century genre painting, a moment when painting was forced to
compete with the invention of photography, and then soon afterward
with Modernism and modernistic experimentation. Van Ofen performs a dissection of the rational, academic remains of portraiture
and landscape painting of that era, exposing the fundamentals of
a practice that was about to implode, but which was still free of the
encumbrances of reinvention or deconstruction. He mines the defeat
of painting, finding within it what he has described as the ideal “found
object,” the perfect source material. He describes this material as
artistically mundane or even awful, yet profanely realistic, photorealistically rendered, with a stable construction founded on traditional
skills. Thus a moment of noninvention in art is, ironically, van Ofen’s
point of departure for reinvention. His conscious distancing, even
dismissal of his source material, his treatment of it as a found object,
is about as far as one can get from our contemporary, fetishistic conception of the painterly touch.

This estrangement raises questions about van Ofen’s
status as a painter; indeed, he did not start his artistic
career as such. He further complicates matters by citing
as his artistic inspirations and historical interests Blinky
Palermo, Michael Asher, Bruce Nauman, and Marcel
Broodthaers—none of them painters. And yet, surprisingly, despite his conceptual approach and arm’s-length
distancing, van Ofen seems to have a genuine interest
in attaining a facility in 19th-century painting techniques
as part of his compulsion to revisit the era’s largely dead
waters. He has pursued a study of the compositional
approaches, the palettes, and even the genre clichés of
that historical point in time, as they were reaching their
apogee of stultification. Van Ofen conceives of the shift
to Modernism almost in opposition to the required facility and learning of 19thcentury painting; he characterizes the following century’s experimentation as
a move toward delegation: “to machines, to chance, to the audience, and other factors.” By revisiting 19-century painting, then, he is in a sense returning
to, or relearning, the acquisition of skills (as opposed to de-skilling, if you will)
of artistic education as he himself experienced it during his heady university
years at Dusseldorf Academy under the tutelage of P. Kleeman, Irmin Kamp,
and Gerhard Richter, and in the company of fellow students Reinhard Mucha,
Isa Genzken, Thomas Schütte, Ulrich Loock, Katharina Fritsch, Thomas Ruff,
Thomas Struth, and Andreas Gursky.

Michael van Ofen | Untitled, 2021
Oil on canvas | 53 x 47 cm
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Michael van Ofen, Nach E.D., 2016
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TAIYO NORATO & NICO KREBS

wIn order to speculate on possible future scenarios, Onorato & Krebs collide
fragments from this pool of images in FUTURE MEMORIES. Using a digitally
programmed laser, they cut up their analog negatives or highlight the idiosyncrasies of what they have photographed. The laser’s intense beam leaves a
mark on the negatives, rendering their materiality visible
FUTURE MEMORIES
as it burns into the emulsion layer. At the edges of the
incisions, the newly assembled realities meet abruptly,
just as they do with a window. At this juncture, we can
The future is fascinating because it offers a space of possibility that
draw a reference to the history of photography. Since its
can be filled with enthusiastic utopias or dystopian horror scenarios.
invention, the medium has been regarded as a window
Our attitude toward the future has shifted from euphoria to disillusionto the world that shows us a section of another reality.
ment and fear in recent decades. When did this shift begin, and where
Indeed, the very first photograph captured by Nicéphore
can we find evidence of it? In their new series FUTURE MEMORIES,
Nièpce back in 1826 depicted a paradigmatic view from
Taiyo Onorato & Nico Krebs (both b. 1979 in Switzerland) attempt to
the window of his study. Subsequently, travel phototrace these altered formations of the future with the aid of photogragraphs provided vistas of distant countries and cultures.
phy. This seems paradoxical at first: despite the possibilities of image
Today, Instagram tiles are nothing other than windows
manipulation and digitization, photography is tied to recording real,
to countless individual realities. With FUTURE MEMOexisting light on a light-sensitive medium or sensor at a certain point
RIES, Onorato & Krebs condense what has been obin time. Logically, then, Onorato & Krebs’s new images would need
served, transcending not only space but time, too. In
to contain light from the future and allow the time frozen in the photothis way, they create visualizations of questions relating
graph to extend forwards.
to how our relationship to the world will change in the
future as we move further and further away from the
“The future has an ancient heart,” wrote the Italian author Carlo Levi
earth. They speculate about which realities will play out
in 1956. To elaborate a little further: it begins deep in the past, continuoutside our windows and the extent to which this glimes to evolve in the present, and is increasingly shaped by humans. In
pse into private spaces will tear them open, whether we
2020, man-made matter surpassed the existing biomass for the first
need screens to perceive the state of the world and what
time. Based on these suppositions, Onorato & Krebs search their own
will be museumized in the future: nature, pollution, or an
image archive for indications of conceptions of the future. In recent
artificial world where nothing of the sort exists anymore?
years, their projects have taken them to the USA and China, traveling
to countries where visions and the technologies and urban structures
In the black-and-white images from this group of works,
they require are being developed. Most recently, they were in the Malpictorial reality tilts into a poetic limbo. The light and
dives, where the predicted ecological crisis is already clearly evident
the reactions of the photographic material take on leain the landscape. With new photographs from Greece and museums,
ding roles. The only connection to reality is a technical
the artists expand the recorded timescale. Centuries-old temple comone, through the traces left by the laser and the photoplexes tell of a vision turned to stone long before the dawn of our era.
gram-style imprints of geometric templates or enigmaMuseum display cases reference a select, preserved past, displayed
tic items. It is not at all easy to orient yourself in these
for later viewing.
images. What is depicted oscillates between microcosm
and macrocosm. We could be peering into an underwater world or outer space.
The only reference point for what these forms signify or when they were created is our own visual memory. Space and time are entirely suspended. What remains are images of the complete unknown, which could be part of our future.
Christin Müller

Taiyo Onorato & Nico Krebs | W44, 2021
C-Print, Floating, Museum Glass | 68.6 x 50.6 cm (framed) | 7 + 2 AP
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Taiyo Onorato & Nico Krebs | W15, 2021
C-Print, Floating, Museum Glass | 68.6 x 50.6 cm (framed) | 7 + 2 AP
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ULRICH ERBEN

Movement Light Tranquillity
At Ulrich Erben, the colours never retain the fixed identity of a surface. Their
sensual power arises from their non-fixed appearance, from which they develop an immaterial lightness. Colours here are not only optical colour values,
but also colour matter, colour associations, colour sensations, application of a
special pastosity on a special substrate and with special movements. Erben‘s
paintings are encounters of manifold sensual processes.
Ulrich Erben (b. 1940 in Düsseldorf, Germany) is one of the great
The protruding form also recedes and dissolves spatially,
postwar painters in Germany. Having grown up on the Lower Rhine
and the background also reappears in front. One senand in Rome, the vastness of the landscape became the starting
ses a moving equality of the individual, uniqueness, the
point for his art. Yet Erben does not paint from nature; his paintings
instinctive and the non-theoretical, the „condensation of
are in the tradition of concrete art, geometric abstraction, and color
sensations“ (Matisse)! [11]
field painting.
[...] The colours, the proportions, the boundaries appear,
open and condense. From the transitions, the passages,
unpredictable sensory experiences arise that cannot be
captured, images, spaces, light, memories, ,presence
of experience“. And yet everything remains still, despite
all these unfettered movements. Silence becomes more
and more dominant, it becomes less and less something
to look at.
[11] Henri Matisse: Notizen eines Malers, 1908
Text: Franz, Erich, Gegenwart des Erlebens – Farbe und
Horizont; in: Ulrich Erben - Bewegung Licht Stille; Ed.
Kunstverein Lippstadt e.V., Lippstadt 2014

Ulrich Erben | Untitled (Defining the Infinite), 2015
Acrylic and pigment on canvas | 100 x 80 cm (framed)
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Installation view, Kunstsammlung Nordrhein Westfalen K 20, Düsseldorf

Ulrich Erben | Untitled (Defining the Infinite), 2019
Acrylic and pigment on canvas | 131 x 141 cm (framed)

